
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a building automation. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for building automation

Works under the general direction of management, supervising complex
technical work utilizing a wide variety of resources, including computers
Develops and executes global market assessment defining target markets for
our Building Automation Systems Complex
Establishes collaborative relationships across the Region, Country and wider
Buildings business in order to maximize JCI performance, provides quality
customer service, and takes advantage of successful practices used by high
performing teams within Controls Business and will drive communication with
regional product requirements to solicit customer, market and competitive
understanding (i.e., product scope, features, price levels) to region or product
organization
Runs semi-complex reports to analyze system operation, works with customer
to demonstrate system operation and verify consistency with the contracted
scope of work (IE Commissioning Agents or test and balance contractors,
others)
Build and manage long-term customer relationships/partnerships and
responsible for customer satisfaction through executing the sales process
Provide Info and training sessions by presenting our Products and solutions
to customers
Act as a liaison between Customers, Project Managers, Field Technicians,
Sales Executives, Engineering and the Financial Business Administration staff
Ensure sales booking package is complete
Prepare customer training documents
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Qualifications for building automation

This branch serves the greater Austin area
A self-starter who can overcome ambiguity to take initiative and lead without
authority
A self-learner who continuously improves his/her skills, knowledge and use of
tools to improve his/her productivity
A salesperson who is customer oriented and empathetic, who is adamant
about representing the customer’s interests and assuring that the company
provides the best customer experience possible
A Team player who meets, develops and invites co-workers to participate in
her/his work and assists them to achieve their goals
Willing to travel to meet customers, complete training and participate in
company meetings


